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McMillan LLP is pleased to recognize 13 of our lawyers who have been promoted to equity partner and partner.
These lawyers have shown exceptional commitment to the firm’s clients, businesses and industries and
represent the broad scope of business related legal services McMillan provides. These partners are also a true
reflection of the firm’s strength and commitment to achieving diversity of leadership. McMillan is invested in
delivering leading innovative and solutions-oriented client service and each of these new partners plays an
important role in the firm’s delivery of such service across Canada.
“I am extremely proud to congratulate these talented lawyers on their well-deserved promotions. They
complement the depth of experience at our firm and exemplify our firm values,” said Teresa Dufort, CEO and
Managing Partner, McMillan LLP. “Many of these new partners joined McMillan at the beginning of their legal
careers, and have evolved into remarkable lawyers and advisors who provide our clients with solutions-driven
advice and exceptional service across the full spectrum of legal services.”
Equity Partners
Adam Chisholm, Litigation & Dispute Resolution – Toronto
Georges Dubé, Capital Markets and M&A – Toronto
Julie Han, Financial Services – Toronto
Ahsan Mirza, Financial Services – Toronto
Michael Reid, Business Law – Vancouver
Michael Shannon, Capital Markets and M&A – Vancouver
Andrew Stirling, Tax – Toronto
Tushara Weerasooriya, Financial Services – Toronto
Enda Wong, Business Law – Montréal
Partners
Calie Adamson, Litigation & Dispute Resolution – Toronto
Jeffrey Gebert, Capital Markets and M&A – Toronto
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Roland Hurst, Capital Markets and M&A – Vancouver
Morgan McDonald, Business Law – Vancouver
Congratulations to our new equity partners and partners.
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